FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

MIGRANT TERRORISTS
War Against Citizens of Paris, France

July 22, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

The followers of Mohammad are still rampaging throughout France. I can remember reading in the news and watching the Allah Akbar attacks from before the WTC 9/11/201 event. Next there were the 2005 riots in Paris... and they continue even today (July 2016). And France just stupidly keeps importing the terrorists in!

There are no jobs for the current foreign aliens, nor are there jobs for immigrants that came before. The riots of 2005 were because there were not enough jobs or opportunities, welfare or even daily food.

The same is happening in America. Watch the video above to see what it will be like here soon in this country (and already IS HAPPENING).
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